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INTRODUCTION

Santa Cruz Island landscape has undergone significant change over the past one hundred

Icars. generally due to widespread sheep-grazing activities. The native plant communities of
Santa Cruz Island have been substantially modified. Accelerated erosion phenomena. espe

cially intense hillslope gully development, are common features on the denuded hillslopes.
Historical accounts, old photographs, and field evidence indicate that prior to the onset of sheep
grazing in the mid-nineteenth century some areas of the island. now nearly barren, supported

more vegetation. However, recent sheep removal from portions of the island has accounted for
vegetation recovery and reversal of the accelerated erosion processes. A map of Santa Cruz

Island, with place names referred to in the text. is given in Figure I.
Transcripts of the U.S. District Court Proceedings (1857) indicate that Dr. James B. Shaw

introduced sheep, cattle, and horses in 1853. Lt. Comdr. James Alden of the U.S. Coast Survey

indicated that Santa Cruz Island had a few cattle and no inhabitants in 1852 (Alden 1852). He

made no mention of sheep on Santa Cruz, although the adjacent island of Santa Rosa was listed
oy Alden as having 10,000 sheep. However, a year later, Harris Newmark (Newmark 1930)

mentions that "at the time of my arrival lin Los Angeles in 1853], most of the mutton then

consumed in Los Angeles !came I from Santa Cruz Island ... Iwhich I had much larger herds.
and steamers running to and from San Francisco often stopped there to take on sheep and sheep

products." Newmark could have been referring to Santa Rosa Island. which was well stocked
oy then. In addition. Dunkle (1950) states that there were 200 sheep on Santa Cruz Island in
1852. Pigs, which, along with the sheep, are now wild on the island. may also have been

introduced during this time (U .S. District Court Proc. 1857, Phillips 1927. Glassow 1977). By
1857. there were some 7,000 or 8,000 head of sheep on the island (Greenwell (858). and by
1860 there were 15,000 sheep (U.S. Bureau of Census. Census of Agriculture 1860). In 1870,
the sheep population had swelled to 45,000 (U .S. Census, Census of Agriculture 1870). Other

estimates of the sheep population during the last half of the nineteenth century range between
thirty and sixty thousand or more (Cromise 1868, Wheeler 1876. Carman et al. 1892, Klwne and

Wentworth 1945). In recent decades, sheep grazing has been curtailed over large areas of the
island. Klday, most of the feral sheep are confined by fences to the more rugged, less accessible

northwest and northeast coastlands and mountain ranges. Fewer. t1uctuating numbers of sheep
remain on the hilly southern portion of the island.

NINETEENTH CENTURY LANDSCAPE CHANGES

Vegetation
As mentioned earlier. the vegetation of Santa Cruz Island changed significantly over the past

century. Coastal sage scrub. island chaparral, valley and foothill grassland, and oak woodland
communities have either been suppressed or modified. However. scientitic literature yields
little information regarding either the nature of thesechanges or the character of the vegetation

hefore sheep were introduced. Some early scient itic surveys make brief mentions of spreading

0pl/mia. disappearing grass, exposed barren ridges. and disappearing sagebrush (Wheeler
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FIGURE 2. Thp: Skelch
map or Coche Poinr in
/856 (Creenwe!! /857).
Courlesy ,~r Ihe Nllliona!
Archil·es. Bottom: !929
aeria! pholograph of
Coche Poinr; an-Ol" painrs
10 !oCl/lion ,((Coche Painr
Signa! Sialion. Fairchi!d
phOlo, 1'0W1e.lY of Whil
lier College Geo!ogy
Depr.

IX76. Schumacher IX771. but the observations provide no accurate assessment of actual

vegetation changes: some descriptions are obviously based on poor landscape interpretation.

However, U.S. Coast Survey accounts detail several salient f'eatures of vegetation denudation

on Santa Cruz Island during the mid-nineteenth century. Northeast portions may have under

gone severe vegetal destruction. Greenwell (IXS7:62) describes Coche Point as !()llows: "The

roint is covered with a thick growth of dwarf oak, but the signal stands on a lillie knoll partly

free of this ... Aerial photographs (Fig. 2) show this knoll was clear of brusb by 1<)2<): it remains

grassland today :i1though the blufrs are partially covered with scrub oak. It is evident, however,

that vegetal allrition has taken placc on the bluff\ at COl'he Point since 1<)2<): there was much

n1t1re sage cover in 1<)2<) than there is now. A year after Greenwell's observation, Davidson

IIXS!)) described portions of this northeastern part of the island as barren. Greenwell (IXS7:66)

also described the ridge containing High Mounl and EI Montanon on Ihe east part of the island

I\thnllls: "Looking from Prisoner's Harbor 10 easlward is a high range of wooded mountains
running apparently across Ihe island ... An accompanying .sketch map of High Mounl (Fig. 3)

'hows it to he very wooded on all sides. At present, many of these slopes arc not wooded, and
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I indicates that coastal sage scrub on the south-facing slope north of the Valle del Medio has been
greatly reduced (Figs. 4 and 5). Scattered Quercus dumosa, Cercocarpus betuloides, Prunus
lyonii. Rhus integrifolia, Heteromeles arburifolia. Adenosromafasciculatum, and Ceanothus
spp. presently are distributed on these xeric sheep-grazed slopes (Fig. 6). However, in 1869
these slopes were fully clad with coastal sage species (probably Artemisia californica,
Eriogonum spp., Salvia mellifera, Encelia californica), providing a contiguous understory for
the previously mentioned chaparral trees and shrubs (Figs. 4 and 5) that are now undergoing
slOW attrition. Today these coastal sage plants are either sparse or very limited in distribution.
These photographs show little vegetational disturbance by sheep grazing by 1869 in the areas
bordering the Valle del Medio, in contrast to possible earlier vegetation disturbances on the
northeast portions of the island. However, these same chaparral plants lacked the arborescence
and pruning in 1869 (Fig. 7) that is characteristic of much of the present-day chaparral and
woodland. Indeed, the 1869 vegetation is not unlike that of the mainland chaparral, with respect
to lack of arborescence. This similarity may suggest that fire played a more prominent role on
the island prior to the advent of sheep grazing. The slopes bordering the Valle del Medio have
not experienced fire during the twentieth century (recent fires on the island have been
documented by Dr. Carey Stanton, pers. comm.). Thus, chaparral plants on the island have not
experienced recurring wildfires recently. Most of the mainland chaparral experiences recurring
wildfires with a frequency ofevery ten to forty years (Bauer 1936, Muller et al. 1968, Byrne et
af. 1977, \bgl 1977). Perhaps at the time the 1869 photographs were taken the chaparral
bordering the Valle del Medio had been recently burned (within the previous forty years). This
would account for the lack of arborescence in 1869, an arborescence that is present today,
although chaparral vegetation generally stagnates with little annual growth after sixty years
(Hanes 1971, Mooney and Parsons 1973).

Certainly the possibility of prehistoric wildfire on the island cannot be discounted. There is
abundant charcoal in late Holocene sediments over much of the island that may be the result of
wildfires. University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) radiocarbon dates of three charcoal
samples from stream bank sediments are 400 :!:80, 14,400 :!:300, and 395 :!:80 years B.P.
(UCLA-2075, 2078, and 2089, respectively). In addition, charcoal is present in much older
island sediments, for example, in mudstones of the Miocene San Onofre Breccia (upper Canada
de los Sauces). It does not matter, of course , whether the wildfires are natural or caused by man.
Johnson (1972) has documented fire (Pleistocene to present) on nearby San Miguel Island and
investigated the possibility of both lightning-caused fires and aboriginal burning on the Channel
Islands. In addition, fire may purposely have been used to remove the low brush from portions
of Santa Cruz Island in order to better facilitate sheep grazing during the middle and late
nineteenth century (Minnich 1980). Stockmen often burned woody vegetation in California
during the last half of the nineteenth century (Sampson 1944). The practice of brush burning is
especially well-founded in the southern Mediterranean region of Europe (Traband 1977,
LeHouerou 1974, Robertson 1977). The early ranch managers were European: Dr. Shaw was
from England (U.S. Bureau of Census 1860, Ellison 1937), and Justinian Caire was from the
Department of Hautes-Alpes in southern France (Towne and Wentworth 1945). Indeed, the
Caire family extended many traditions of their homeland to their new domain (Hillinger 1958;
Justinian Caire, II, 1978, "As I remember it," Oral History Research Office, Univ. California,
Santa Barbara).

Other factors may also have been important in late nineteenth-century vegetation changes.
Severe droughts plagued the Channel Islands during much of that time. Johnson (1972) has
chronicled these droughts, especially those during the years of 1863-64,1870-72,1877, and
1893-1904. Johnson cites the following statement from the Santa Barbara Index. March 22,
1877: "twenty five thousand sheep Iwere] slaughtered on Santa Cruz Island ... [because of!
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FIGURE 3. Thp: Sketch
map of Hi[?h Mount in
1856 (Greenwell 1857).
Courtesy of the Narional
Archives. Bottom: 1929
aerial photography of
Hi[?h Mount; arrow points

to summit.

they were equally sparsely vegetated by 1929, as indicated by aerial photographs (~ig. 3). The
slopes immediately west of Prisoners Harbor also have undergone severe destruCtion. A letter
from U.S. Coast Survey Sub-Assistant W. M. Johnson to W. E. Greenwell (Johnson 1858)

describes the area as: .
. . . so completely overgrown with high brush, that it will be impossible to get through It
with the instrument; in putting up our signals the men were forced, in very many places,
to move for considerable distances on their hands and knees, ... [and] would find
themselves at the end of that time, only about one-third ofa mile from where they had

started.
Today these slopes, covered with scattered chaparral patches, Lvonotharrmus groves, and

stands of Pin us l/luricara. have a much more open appearance than was descflbed 111 1858. The
vegetal reduction may be due, in part, to fires on the slopes early in this c~ntury (Hobbs 1980).
Sub·Assistant Johnson continues (in the same letter), "The country east 01 the harhor Ihas I little
or no brush," a description which also applies to its present appearance. Government docu
ments have been used elsewhere as a historical source of nineteenth-century landscape condi
tions (Bufllngton and Herbel 1965, Johnson 1972, Stoiber 1973, Cooke and Reeves 1976).

Early photographs of Santa Cruz Island yield the best information regardll1g vegetation
denudation. Comparison of present-day vegetation with that shown 111 1869 photographs
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FIGURE 6. North slopes
of Valle del Media al pres
el1l. Slopes in lefl hack
ground are nOliceahly
barren of loll' hru.rh COVel:
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FIGURF 7 VI'
'1 '. lelV lI'eslll'ard along Valle del Medio in 18fJ9. NOll' Ihat Ihe hem'il\' I'er.;elllled north

.\ upes lack II h . , .h. . ' <

Ie ar ore.11 em I (// acter el'/(lenl today. Photograph courles\, olDr. Carel' S/(/111),,'reprod . ( ,IICllOn hy Ron Morgan. ' , .
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FIGURE 4. Norlh slopes of Valle del Medio in 1869. Hillslopes in lefl background have dense
cover of coaslal sage scrub and chaparral. Pholograph courlesy of Dr. Carey Slanlon;

reproduction by Ron Morgan.

FIGURE 5. Norlh slopes
of Valle del Medio in 1869

(Slightly lI'eSI or Figure
4). Note lock o(prtl1ling ,,(
Quercus dUlllosa on
.liJGlslopes. Pholograph
cO/mesy or D,: Carey
S1ll11l0n; reproduclion hy

Ron Morgun.
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FIGURE 8. Exposed roots of prostrate Quercus dumosa. Gully is cut 4 m into San Onofre
Breccia on a south-Jacing slope along Canada Cebada.

scarcity of food induced by want of rain ...
Finally, man may have had a direct role in the vegetal destruction. There is a record that

timber was taken off Santa Cruz Island for building in Santa Barbara on at least one occasion in

1817 (Spaulding 1964). In addition. woodcutting for use on the island ranch may have taken a
significant toll on the wooded mountain slopes. 'kgetal change on the island must be examined,
then. in the light of these various dynamic forces; that is, the coincidence of extreme drought
conditions with the introduction of sheep, along with additional direct modification by man in

the form of possible brush burning and woodcutting.

Geomorphology
Nineteenth-century landscape change is evident in the intense hillslope gully development

characteristic of many drainages on Santa Cruz Island. This accelerated erosion may be a recent
expression of sheep-related geomorphic processes. rather than a continuing process pre-dating

the introduction of sheep. Many of the hillslope gullies post-date the sometimes sparse
vegetation growing on the slopes. Frequent root exposure on the entire individual gully span is

characteristic of several incised hillslopes. On the west end of the island, exposed roots of

FIGURE 9. Exposed roots of Pinus muricata. Gully is incised I m into Willows Diorite in
northwestern portion of Laguna drainage. southwest Santa Cruz Island.

prostrate Quercus dumosa often span gullies (Fig. 8), as do Pinus !11uricutu roots (Fig. 9). In
many cases the plant is still alive and the roots maintain their biological functions.

The response of valley bottoms to changes in the adjacent upland landscape can be distin
gUished in the simple stratigraphic sequence found in valley tills of several small watersheds.
ThiS sequence, consisting of fine alluvium underlying mostly coarser alluvium and colluvium
IS evident in a drainage in the "No Man's Land" pasture. This drainage, located on the'
Southeastern Side of the isthmus, is still subject to extreme grazing by feral sheep. Much of the
:urface is completely barren, with only scattered shrubs (e.g .. Quercus dU!11o.l'u) at higher
elevations in the watershed. This drainage is cut into diatomaceous Monterey Shale that dips to
~he west. orthogonally to the direotion of drainage. Thus, the western canyon side is very steep
and a large section of basal Monterey strata is exposed, while the eastern canyon side lies along
the dip plane and, indeed, is marked by massive, deep-seated slope failure and severe

Contortion of the shale strata. The main channel bed of the drainage is characterized by incising
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FIGURE 10. Sire ofUCLA-2075, "No Man's Land." Recenr rilling and mini-debris scars mark
rhe slope. Borrom 50 em is fine alluvium; arrow poinrs 10 UCLA-2075 sire.

of alluvial and colluvial debris deposited along a very narrow canyon bottom (varying from 5 to
15 m wide). Large debris now levees (up to 1.5 m in height) frequently lie on the channel bed.

Sections of relatively coarse debris overlying finer alluvium are exposed along several long

reaches where the valley fill is incised (up to 15 m of channel fill are exposed). Grain size,
particle sorting. and the fabric of clastic sediments provide a measure of the energy of the

depositing medium. Variation in the channel fill thus represents different geomorphic pro
cesses. The underlying alluvium (generally the bottom 50 cm of the exposed section) consists

of moderately sorted clays and silts with occasional sand and pebble lenses. Generally, these

characteristics are found in water-laid sediments or nuid mud now deposits (Bull 1964). Coarser

clasts overlie the fine alluvium. These deposits are poorly sorted and pebbles are irregularly

arranged and are without preferred orientation-characteristics of viscous debris now deposits
(Bull 1964, 1(72). Thus, the coarse debris probably represents either colluvial debris, debris

now matrices, or, occasionally, coarse alluvium. This channel wall stratigraphy is shown in

Figure 10. At no place are fine clays or silts deposited at the top of a section to any great extent.

Charcoal taken from the top 10 cm of the fine alluvium in a channel bank (Fig. 10) was

radiocarbon dated at 1,550 :'::80 years B.P. (UCLA-2075). The line alluvium was, therefore,

probably deposited before the introduction ofsheep to the island. A similar sequence is found in

Canada Cebada. Several long reaches expose charcoal-laden, fine-textured, fjoodplain de
posits underlying coarser alluvium. The drainage, cut predominantly into dioritic and volcanI
clastic rocks, has a fairly narrow noodplain (less than 70 m) along most of the canyon bottom.

A radiocarbon date of 1,555 :'::80 years B.P. (UCLA-2089) was obtained from charcoal from

the top 2 cm of a dark clay-silt, organic-rich alluvium exposed on a channel bank. Above this

line alluvium (50 cm exposed above the channel bed) is a Coarser unit or'pebble and sand lens
within a light-colored, fine-textured matrix (100 cm).

The coarser alluvium and colluvium may represent a byproduct of grazed hillslopes, rather

than just lateral changes in stream channels that can result in varying types of clastic deposition.
The slopes, overgrazed and made barren by sheep, may have become dominated by rilling and
masS wasting processes as a result of the much reduced cover of both shrubby and herbaceous
vegetation. The fine alluvium appears to represent a different geomorphic regime which may

have existed at the time intensive sheep grazing commenced in the 1850s. This geomorphic
regime is characteristic of a more vegetated landscape, where mass wasting processes would

probably be inhibited to a greater extent, and a channel fill would represent either sheet wash,
stream' deposition, or very nuid mudnow deposits. 'kgetated (especially brush covered)

hillslopes would be likely to experience less debris avalanching and individual rockfall than

hillslopes completely denuded of vegetation (Rice er al. 1969, Rice and Foggin 1971).

The presence of moderate amounts of charcoal in many of the channel banks of small

drainages on Santa Cruz [sland reinforces the possibility that the contact between silt-clay

deposits and colluvium represents the time of arrival of sheep on the island. [n each drainage I

examined, the overlying coarse alluvium and/or colluvial matrix contained little or no charcoal.
This absence is significant; wildfires have not been reported on the island in this century, except
for a fire in the stands ofPinus muricara on the north side of the island near Pelican Bay (Hobbs

1980) and very localized fires, mostly grassfires (Dr. Carey Stanton, pers. comm.). Ubiquitous

charcoal deposits in the underlying fine, and often indurated, alluvium thus provide reasonable
evidence that the fine material represents at least pre-twentieth-century processes.

Similar valley-fill sequences have been reported elsewhere, although generally in broader

basins than the "No Man's Land" drainage. [n the broad cienegas of southeastern Arizona,
Melton (1965) reported a sequence ofcoarse clasts burying pre-European settlement deposits of

fine alluvium, following nineteenth-century grazing disturbance; the sequence was then incised

because of steepened transverse gradients. Many instances of this "culturally" accelerated

erosion in the southeast, central, and western United States are cited by Happ er al. (1940). [n

the cases cited, noodplain silts are often covered with mud and some boulders after disturbance

of nearby slopes by either mining, agriculture, or urbanization. In some of the island drainages
large enough to have small noodplains, the charcoal-laden fine deposits are indurated nood

plain deposits-stable for some period of time-that are now so rapidly aggrading as to
prohibit development of an AI soil horizon on the noodplain surface (for example Canada

Cebada). Not all drainages on Santa Cruz Island are characterized by a "pre-sheep/post-sheep"
stratigraphic sequence. For example, the Loma Pelona drainage adjacent to "No Man's Land"

does not have fine alluvium lying beneath coarse alluvium and colluvium. Instead, the deeply
inCised (up to 6 m) terrace deposits along the narrow canyon bottoms consist of beds, each of

different-sized clasts, ranging in si7.e from small pebbles to large cobbles (Fig. II). Some beds
may represent sieve deposits (Bull 1972). The distinctly identifiable beds probably represent

Individual events and debris now processes. The Loma Pelona drainage thus provides evidence

that, indeed, some degree of catastrophic mass wasting was prevalent and dominant on some
POrtions of the island before the introduction of sheep.

While slope failures are definitely part of the island geomorphic system under natural
vegetation conditions, as they are on the mainland (Campbell 1975), it can be argued from the

eVidence present in the "No Man's Land" drainage, along with several other watersheds, that
lor lJ1 leasr the time immediately preceding sheep introduction on the island many drainages

were not experiencing the kind of catastrophic debris avalanche and debris torrent events that

disrupt the valley tills today. Rather, these drainages were characterized more or less by

landscape "stability." Ii must be recognized. however, that historic landscape stability in



FIGURE n. Coarse deposits in Lorna Pelona terraces.
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COMPOSITE- CROSS SECTION OF SOIL PIT

ON GULLY FLOOR
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FIGURE U. Representa
til'e cross sections of hill
slope gully-jill; cross
hatching represents or
ganic lenses.

recent burial of the root crowns of small shrubs on the gully floors, and gully-fill stratigraphy
(Fig. 12). Many gully floors are now revegetated with grasses, at least; also, bank caving and
scouring to bedrock by infrequent heavy storm runoff and debris flows are either greatly
reduced or have ceased. Indeed, there has been no appreciable expansion of hillslope gully
networks on Santa Cruz Island since 1929, as evidenced by aerial photographs taken in that year
(1929 [Fairchild], 1954 [Mark Hurd], and 1970 [color infrared photos from Ormeet al. 1971, on
file at Geography Dept., Univ. California, Los Angeles]). This apparent cessation of hillslope
gully enlargement may be partially explained by either the previously mentioned revegetation
of some of the drainages and consequent gully healing, or by the fact that gully processes are
presently weathering-limited. Indeed, many of the gullies incised into the steep drainages are
cut to bedrock. The phenomenon of hillslope gully aggradation is documented in the South
Carolina piedmont upland (Ireland et al. 1939) and in the loessial uplands of Iowa (Daniels and
Jordan 1966), However, these researchers related gully stabilization not only to the revegetation
process itself, but to expected stages of gully development.

Vegetation
Some portions of Santa Cruz Island are undergoing revegetation as a result of the

reduction and restriction of sheep begun in the 1950s. Comparison of 1929. 1954. and 1970
aerial photographs indicates slow attrition of shrubs and trees in those areas still grazed
hy sheep. Hobbs (1980) has documented the lack of regeneration of Pinus Muricata on the
heaVily grazed slopes on the north side of the island near Pelican Bay, whereas the pine forests
above Chinese Harbor and on the western portion of.the island are undergoing regeneration in
response to removal of sheep in those areas (Linhart e[ al. 1967, Hobbs 1980). Figure 13 shows
present densities of Pinus muriCll[lJ on Sierra Blanca ridge on the southwest portion of the
island. The different densities of Pinus muriclita on opposite sides of the fence line are
Probably, in part, a result of slope aspect and related fog drip. Aerial photographs of Sierra
Blanca ridge can be compared for 1929 and 1970 (Fig. 14). Several of the slopes which, except

SANTA CRUZ GEOMORPHIC AND VEGETAL DYNAMICS

. rf dsouthern California is always suspect in view of the forces of wil~fires, tectoOlc up I t an
earthquakes, and erodability and instability of many coastal sediments. Processes on t~e

hillslopes and adjacent valley bottoms are necessarily related to th~se forces and ch~ractens

tics I do not intend to imply complete, long-term geomorphic stability before sheep. mtroduc
tion', but rather a short-term, and perhaps localized, landscape stability, especially with respect

to geomorphic processes.

PRESENT-DAY LANDSCAPE PROCESSES

Geomorphology
Sheep grazing has been progressively curtailed in large areas of Santa Cruz Isla,nd ov.er r~cent

R I f the feral sheep has had a marked effect on htllslope gully processes m some
years. emova a . . t' . db' h tes
. Wh'l' firmly established hillslope gullies continue to unction as e tIS cu.,
areas. t' hI e sOlmle. ading thus demonstrating the reversability of these acceleratedmany 0 t e gu les are aggr ,., . .. h
erosion processes on steep watershed. Evidence of hillslope gully aggradatIOn mcludes t e
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FIGURE 13. Looking south along Sierra Blanca ridge. Fence line separates distinct Pinus
muricata Sll/nds. Note youthful stature of Pinus to west (right) offence line. Many dead stumps

and fallen trees are found on the slope to east offence line.
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present at that time. Upon sheep exclusion, the Heteromele.l' arbut(folia and Quercus dumosa
began sprouting vigorously from the base. The pre-exclosure pruned appearance is rapidly
disappearing. In addition, AT1emisia californica, a component of coastal sage scrub, is also now
established within the exclosure; no Artemisia californica plants are present outside the

exclosure where sheep can graze. The regeneration of coastal sage is evident on some portions
of the Island. Comparison of 1929 and 1970 aerial photographs shows a slight increase in sage
density, especially on the steep southern slopes of the isthmus to the east of Valley Anchorage.
The susceptibility of coastal sage to sheep grazing is also evident in the comparison of 1869
photographs with present-day photographs (Figs. 4, 5, and 6). Coastal sage, very prevalent in
1869 on the northern slopes of the Valle del Medio, is virtually absent today in areas heavily
grazed by sheep.

EXclusion of sheep for two winter and spring seasons (November 1976 to May 1978) also
demonstrated some recovery of valley grassland-herbaceous vegetation. Herbaceous cover
wlthm and without the exclosure (examined May 197H) is dominated by introduced European
grasses and forbs. AI'ena barbato, Bromus moll is, Cenll/urea melitensis, Medicago
PIJ/rmorpha, and Silene galliCll are the most prevalent herbaceous species in the vicinity of and

Within the exclosure. Native Hemizonia .!tIScicu!a{(/ is also present. In May 1978, the native

FIGURE 14. Left: Aerial photo
graph of Sierra Blanca ridge in
1970; arrow points northward to
fence line and ridge shown in Fig
ure 13. Area to west ofridge crest is

free of sheep; area to east has reduced, but fluctuating, numbers of sheep. Right: Aerial
photograph ofSierra Blanca ridge in 1929; arrow points north. Several small elusters of Pinus
muncatapresem in 1929 to east and northeast (farrow are ab.l'em by 1970 with no replacemem.

SANTA CRUZ GEOMORPHIC AND VEGETAL DYNAMICS

for fallen trees, are now nearly barren supported small stands ofPinus muricall/ in 1929; slopes
now experiencing pine regeneration were much more barren than at present. The slow allrition
of Pinus muricall/ is aided by their relatively short life span of approximately 65 years (Linhart

et al. 1967). In general, however, chaparral and woodland trees and shrubs (especially Quercus
dumosa) show lillie change in extent or densities since 1929. Indeed, examination of the 1929

and 1970 aerial photographs reveals that, over most of Santa Cruz Island, shrubs and trees now
present on the landscape were present in 1929. Likewise, lillie allrition has occurred since 1929,
even on the slopes on the northern portion of the island which are still heavily grazed by sheep.

There are exceptions, however, besides the previously mentioned Pinus lI111ricata. For exam
ple, some shrubs on the heavily grazed upper east drainage of Twin Harbors on the north side of

the island have been thinned (Minnich 1980). While Quercus dumosa has suffered no signifi
cant allrition since 1929, other shrubs (e.g .. Adenostomaj{lsciClllatwn) have suffered up to 30
per cent localized decreases in cover in scallered stands. At present, I am undertaking a more

complete evaluation of these changes over the period 1929 to 1970.
The capability of rapid vegetation recovery following removal of sheep is shown by

examination of a small sheep exclosure located in the Valle del Medio (Fig. 15). At the time of
construction (fall 1976), the 10 x 14 x 14-01 exclosure contained one individual each of

Hetemmele.\' arbutifolia, QuerClls dumosa, and Opuntia littoralis. No herbaceous cover waS
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Outside excIosure Probability level
--- _.._ .. - -- --._ ... -- ... --.. _.

TA.BLE 1. Changes in penetration resistance (compressive strength) for areas inside and outside
sheep exclosure. Measured by a pocket penetrometer CL-700 in k / 2-+-_ ' g cm _s.e.

Inside exclosure

NoV. 1976 4.62 ±0.46 3.37 ±0.87 0.20
n = 20 n = 20

Feb. 1977 1.95 ±0.30 3.91 ±O.81 0.01
n = 20 n = 20

Dec. 1977 2.14 ±0.37 3.81 =0.72 0.02
n = 20 n = 20
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and phe.nomena. The introduction of sheep coincides with significant modification of the island
vegetation. Coastal sage scrub appears to have been especially reduced in extent, while Pinus
and chaparral ~oodlands have suffered slow allrition. Geomorphic phenomena also point to
recent changes In the landscape. Changes in upland erosion and subsequent modifications of
adjacent valley bollom deposits roughly concur with the vegetal changes. There is some
eVidence for reversal of acc~lerated erosio~ because of revegetati~n enhanced by sheep
removal. Shee~ excIosure eVidence also Indicates the possibility of rapid vegetal and soil
recovery If solis are not completely eroded away to bedrock Th s d' t d' d'. . . u, Irec an In Irect
modlficallons of the landscape by man are, in some cases, temporary.
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Effects of Grazing on the Northern Population of
Pinus muricata on Santa Cruz Island, California

Elizabeth Hobbs
Department of Geography, University of California,

Los Angeles, California 90024

INTRODUCTION

The effects of grazing on the vegetation of Santa Cruz Island have been apparent since 1875
(Wheeler 1876), only 22 years after the earliest documented introduction of sheep to the island
(Shaw 1857). Although grazing damage has been mentioned in the literature since that time
(Dunkle 1950, Linhart, Burr, and Conkle 1967), it is difficult to determine the extent or degree
of damage from these descriptions.

Of the three main populations of Pinus muricata on Santa Cruz Island (Fig. I), the western
(Canada Cervada) and eastern (Chinese Harbor) populations have been protected from grazing
since about 1958 (C. Stanton, pers. comm.). The northern (Pelican Bay) population, however,
has been surjected to continuous grazing pressure which, combined with the effects of an
extensive fire that occurred sometime between 1929 and 1932 (C. Stanton and M. Daily, pers,
camm.), has had a dramatic effect on the pines and associated species.

METHODS

Study areas were defined for each of the three pine populations on the island (Figs. 2 to 4).

The sizes of the northern and western study areas were approximately equal (120 hectares) and
each contained 14 systematically placed 25 m x 25 m sample sites. The eastern study area was
much smaller (30 hectares) due to the much less extensive pine population in that area. Only
four 25 m x 25 m sites were sampled in this study area. The proportion of the area sampled to
the total study area was held constant for all three populations.

The vegetation of the sites was sampled by line transects to measure foliar cover of pines and
oIher woody species; percentage cover for each site was estimated. Since overlapping individ
uals of different species were measured separately, it is possible to have greater than 100 per
cent foliar cover. However, it should be noted that overlapping individuals of the same species
were measured as one individual, so that some dominant species may be underestimated in
relation to the rarer species.

Height was estimated visually; diameter at breast height (dbh) was measured for each pine
intercepted by a line transect. Increment cores were taken from trees in several different size
classes within each population. These data allowed estimation of the age structures of the three
populations. In addition, seedling censuses were taken within the sample sites in each popUla
tion to assess the regeneration potential of each population under present conditions. Seedlings
were defined as any trees less than 3 m high,

RESULTS

Comparison of Populations
For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that the vegetation of the three closed-cone

pine forests on the island was similar prior to disturbance and that gross differences could be
attributed to disturbance, particularly grazing, However, the following environmental dif
ferences among the three populations should be noted as possibly sufficient to account for some
differences in species composition and vegetation density.
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